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Misunderstanding of ATP involvement in
inflammation and stages of inflammation
Explanation
Inflammation is a disturbance of the normal metabolic events. The
term ‘inflammation’ must not be mixed up with the term ‘infection’.
An infection is the hyponym of an inflammation following the
aggression of bacteria, viruses, or fungus. ATP is considered a death
signal starting inflammatory cascade in case of necrosis of cells.1,2
This view is propagated despite the publications showing ATP
content into blood plasma compartment under normal, undisturbed
physiological conditions. The sources of the ATP are the RBCs which
constantly give away ATP out of their nucleotide pools. The resulting
lack of adenosine is replaced while passing the liver sinusoids. Here
the stocks of RBCs are refilled and ready to be transformed into
ATP by glycolysis.3 Nevertheless, ATP is called a death signal.4 In
this publication the author claims ‘P2X7 receptor requires a very
high concentration (>100µM) of ATP for its activation and is thus
a specific detector of large increases in [eATP], such as those that
occur on cell death`. Necrotic cells are considered to expel ATP.1,5 The
applied concentration exceeded the physiological amount of 1µmol
/ ml full blood hundred-fold. Even in one of the latest publication
2012 of the New York Academy of Sciences researchers still believe
that ATP is secreted by necrotic cells.6 Even though a publication
by Welsch7 as early as 1994 in detail described the ATP content in
the MCA and penumbra area after occlusion and reperfusion of the
middle cerebral artery7 the apprehension is still propagated. From the
pathophysiological point of view the release of ATP from necrotic
tissue is not acceptable. These cells have undergone necrosis in the
wake of total ATP depletion. The neuronal unit consists of endothelial
cells, astrocytes, and neurons. In 1999 Magistretti published that
neurons mainly metabolize lactate and are widely devoid of the
glycolytic pathways.8 Whereas the astrocytes engage the endothelial
cells by their processes and neurons the latter do not have access to
the capillary system.9 Neurons do not metabolize glucose for energy
production and therefore cannot produce ATP by glycolysis. Instead
they are fed with lactate by astrocytes to meet metabolic demand and
are extremely vulnerable to lack of oxygen.8
Welsch7 occluded the MCA (Arteria Cerebri Media) area in animal
trials and ascertained the ATP content after 60 min and 24 hours
of reperfusion. The necrotic area of the MCA contained minimal
ATP, the residual ATP is derived from astrocytes on their way into
apoptosis and not from the necrotic neurons. Therefore, the term
‘necrosis’ refers to a situation in which the ATP content is close to
zero. In induced brain strokes in animals with differentiation of ATP
content in the MCA area after occlusion and the penumbra show that
the spot of first impact develops necrosis because of ATP depletion.7
Publications tell us that hypoxic cells release adenosine, not ATP,
so how should necrotic cells gain or have in stock ATP?10 Welsch7
reported that the penumbra zone develops apoptosis in a time frame of
24 to 48 hours, whereas the MCA zone undergoes the necrosis within
minutes. Astrocytes in the penumbra zone dispose the glycolysis and
a partial working ETC. In a state of apoptosis, the complex IV of the
ETC maintains measure for the electric charge of the mitochondrial
membrane.13 The reduced ATP production enables to maintain the
mitochondrial membrane polarization and limited protein import
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during the mentioned 24 to 48 hours.11 How necrotic cells then should
be capable to give away or expel ATP as death signal is not explicable.
The main misunderstanding lies in the fact, that the role of ADP as the
initiator of inflammation, of platelet aggregation, and even of smooth
muscle activation is neglected 12. The publications clearly explain
that ATP is inhibiting the start of inflammation since the metabolic
homeostasis is strictly ATP dependent. Even leucocyte adhesion and
migration is not activated by ATP content, but ADP is involved in
this major step towards cytokine production and migration in affected
tissues. The misleading conclusions emerge out of the view that the full
blood is on an ATP0 status instead of considering that living organism
and the tissues never show a null energy level.12 The disturbance of the
threshold levels of ATP signal disease and initiate inflammation. There
is another reason for the misinterpretation regarding the ATP/ADP
ratio. Since most researchers use the luciferase reaction to measure
ATP the ADP amount is not considered. The exact luciferase reaction
follows the rule: ATP+ADP light signal under luciferase to AMP and
PPi, without discriminating between ATP and ADP. This means that
ATP is used and in the following kinase reaction the ADP to ATP
reconstituted (information under: www.biaffin.comLumineszenzbasierte Assays). The proposed reaction reads as follows: xTP+ADP
= xDP+ATP. But this will be the fact with the primarily existing ADP,
too. If one compares the publications then one will find, that in most
of the cases only the mutilated reaction ATP light to AMP and PPi is
reported.

Inflammation
Inflammation is the course of metabolic, immunological, and repair
events following injury or any other disturbance in the metabolic body
balance. In general, the main stream medicine neglects the primary
events leading to the first stage of inflammation due to lack of any
medications which would abrogate the following stages. Since the
inflammation pathways do not discriminate between different tissues
we can predict the wake of pathophysiological events in brain, heart,
or at any other body area. In other words, the conclusion is valid: if we
can induce the same mechanism in the brain as we are able to observe
in the skin we will have the same outcome.
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Stage 1 of inflammation

Conclusion

In case of an injury, in brain strokes or heart attacks, the spot of
primary impact will undergo necrosis. In the heart with muscle cells
capability to execute the glycolysis the area will follow the developing
apoptosis. Inevitably necrosis will induce MOMP (Mitochondrial
Outer Membrane Pore) opening. This event expels mitochondrial
proteins, cytochrome C, cardiolipin etc., located in the intermembrane
gap, shedding the compounds into the cytoplasm. The lack of ATP
opens ATP dependent potassium channels (KATP channels). The
opening of these channels shed the intercellular potassium into
the interstitium and depolarizes the surrounding cell membranes.
This event induces instant depolarization of the cells involved. The
intracellular water content follows ions and is expelled b opening of
aquaporins. The area is not completely cut off from blood supply in
first time. The pressure of the edema later can cause ischemic areas
in the tissue involved. But even supply of oxygen and glucose does
induce any change since the cells are depolarized with the stunned
metabolism. The only exception as mentioned before is mitochondria
with maintained and limited ATP production. The other possibility
to enhance ATP content via glycolysis is blocked by depolarization.
There is only one possibility to reverse this stage of inflammation: to
deliver ATP.

The lack of ATP and the risen ADP levels determine the course
of inflammation and not the seemingly soared ATP levels in the
interstitium. It is widely accepted that ATP serves as a danger molecule
activating the neighboring cells to start the inflammatory cascade.
As early as 1990 the Annals of the New York Academy of Sciences
described the basic knowledge about the action of extracellular
delivered ATP.22 Later publications reported the nucleotide content in
ischemic areas like artificial induced brain stroke in animal trials.7,23
Since then not the ATP amount but the ATP to ADP ratio signals stable
metabolic conditions or in case of a shift to higher ADP amounts starts
the inflammatory cascade. Since researchers still use the luciferase
reaction to quantify nucleotide content misinterpreting it as ATP
content the ATP/ADP ratio is neglected. The effect on still ongoing
research is that laboratories use 100-to 500-fold dosage of artificially
administered ATP to have a closer look the reaction of receptors or
on transformation of macrophages into dendritic cells and to draw
conclusions on physiological or patho-physiological events.4,24

Stage 2 of inflammation
The apoptotic pathway always is in line with the lack of ATP and
the rise of ADP (Change of the ADP/ATP ratio) triggers leukocyte
activation via purine receptors and the asymmetric distribution of
ADP to monocytes, macrophages and leukocytes triggers migration
to the affected area.13 The WBCs (white blood cells) will get attached
by the production of ICAM1 to the endothelial layer rendering them
ready for migration.14,15 The view that leucocytes sense ATP and direct
their migration path by means of the ATP level in the environment
is incorrect.1,16,17 This assumption does not consider that there is a
constant level of ATP in the vasa signaling undisturbed metabolism.
This reaction is in line with the sensing of energy depletion in cells.
AMPK will be activated by ADP and not primarily by AMP in case
of shrinking ATP pools.18 Interleukins like TGF-b together with IL4,
Il6, and IL-15 and IL-23 promote inflammation via M1 macrophages
and Th 17 cells. Macrophages will collect and internalize the debris
and clean the wound. Extracellular ATP inhibits the suppression of
Treg cells and abrogates inflammatory response.19 IL10 in concert with
TGF-b blocks the proinflammatory response of Th1 lymphocytes and
the NFκB pathway. It is secreted by monocytes and Th2-lymphocytes.
In the intestine a lack of IL10 is responsible for inflammatory intestinal
diseases. ATP induces permeabilization of macrophages after 40msec
of ATP application. This phenomenon may be inducing the forming
of giant cells by opening pores in the size of gap junctions20 which in
turn leads to engulf debris.

Stage 3 of inflammation
Resident tissue fibroblasts and myofibroblast derived from
pericytes in a specific conformation will produce fibrocytes which
build the lasting scar in secreting elastic and collagenous fibrils. In
neuronal tissue myofibroblasts derived from pericytes will close the
defect.21 With this involvement of fibroblast and myofibroblasts,
respectively, the inflammation comes to a hold by production of the
lasting scar.
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